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Smartphone fever leads to a booming growth of various wireless services and a dramatic increase in the demand for radio
spectrum. As one of the most promising solutions, cognitive radio (CR) technology releases the spectrum from shackles of
authorized licenses, and allows secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically access to the licensed spectrum. Due to the
huge economic values of spectrum, CR technology also initiates the spectrum trading market. However, it is challenging to
implement spectrum trading in multi-hop cognitive radio networks (CRNs) due to harsh CR requirements on SUs' devices,
complex conflict relationship among different CR links, and uncertain spectrum availability. Unlike the existing spectrum
trading designs, in this talk, I will introduce a novel CRN architecture for spectrum trading, which can facilitate the accessing
of SUs without CR capability and effectively improve the spectrum utilization. As an illustrative example, we will study the
optimal session based spectrum trading problem in multi-hop CRNs, where multiple CR sessions compete for the spectrum
resources. Given the rate requirements and bidding values of candidate trading sessions, we interpret the CRN into multidimensional resource space, characterize the interference among different CR links, formulate the problem with a joint consideration of the uncertain spectrum availability, link scheduling and flow routing, and provide corresponding solutions. Besides, I will briefly discuss my other research efforts on cognitive radio networks, sensor networks, cyber-physical
systems, and cybersecurity.
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